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The Torah tells us that Yaakov and Esau
were “struggling with one another” while
Rivka was pregnant with them. Rashi
explains that Yaakov would push against
her when she would walk by a house
of Torah and Esau would push when
she walked by a house of idolatry. Rav
Alexander Zusha Friedman in his מעינה
 של תורהasks why did Yaakov feel the need
to leave his mother’s womb to learn? The
Talmud teaches us that he was learning
the whole Torah with an angel while in
utero, what could be better than that?!
He answers that the problem wasn’t his
angel chavruta, his problem was who
else was in the “class”. Esau was already
expressing the negative traits and desire
that he would one day actualize and
Yaakov wanted to have nothing to do
with him. The lesson for us is to strive to

surround ourselves with good friends
and influences who help shape us to be
the best version of ourselves. If we catch
ourselves surrounded by people that are
negative, who gossip and speak falsehood,
and bring down others- we should stand
strong and walk away and surround
ourselves with positive, optimistic, and
truthful influences. Shabbat Shalom!
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DidAvraham Keep All
The Mitzvos You Thought
He Did?
I would like to share with you 3 different
opinions that the Rishonim offer, Rashi,
Rashbam and Ramban (Bereshit 26,5).
Rashi says that Avraham kept all the
mitzvos, including rabbinic stringencies.
According to Rashbam, Avraham didn’t
keep all the mitzvos. He kept the ethical
ones, for example he didn’t steal, he
avoided illicit sexual relations and
jealousy, as well as followed basic morals
and continuously invited guests into his
home.
Ramban says that Avraham only kept
mitzvos in Eretz Yisrael and not in Chutz
La’aratz. Ramban offers a proof that the
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Avos, including Avraham, kept the mitzvos
in Eretz Yisrael, from Yaakov. After all,
Yaakov married two sisters in Chutz
La’aratz. Marrying two sisters would have
otherwise been forbidden. We see that
what Yaakov did was ok because it was in
Chutz La’aratz.

Torah, they did it as a chumra. Chumras
should not be prioritized at the expense
of someone’s feelings. If Yaakov were to
keep this chumra, he would have crushed
Rachel. Therefore, by Yaakov marrying
her, he was observing the right halachic
laws.

According to the Ramban and Rashbam
that say that the Avos didn’t keep the
mitzvos, at least in Chutz La’aratz is
understood. However, according to Rashi
this poses a very strong question. How
could the Avos have kept all 613 mitzvos,
everywhere, when Yaakov married two
sisters?

According to Rashi (Bereshit 32,5), Yaakov
kept all the mitzvos. This implies that he
was doing the right thing.

The Lubavitcher Rebbe offers an insight
that might help Rashi.
He says that when the Avos kept the
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